
“If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.”
~ African proverb

Empowering Women Entrepreneurs
Through Collective Organizing

Written by Fiona Duguid

Blooming Ladies Inc. was started by Wunmi Akinlosotu, a woman passionate

about supporting other women entrepreneurs. Her dream to work as an

entrepreneur while also meeting a social good was going well. She had

developed a business that helps women on their path to being and

succeeding as an entrepreneur through networking events, and mentoring

and coaching opportunities. It was a successful business, but Wunmi saw the

potential for so much more. She wanted the business to be bigger than

herself. She saw an opportunity to grow the business not just in terms of

business streams, operations, countries, and revenues, but also for more

women entrepreneurs to have a voice in the decision-making, to participate

in the economic benefits, to share in the development, and to help grow the

business to regions beyond what she could do alone. She embraced the

potential and strength of collective organizing and knew there were others

who wanted to join her. Embraced by this vision, Blooming Ladies Inc.

expanded to include Blooming Ladies Multistakeholder Co-operative.



The Pre-Conversion Story:

Passion-driven business

Wunmi is a business woman and an entrepreneur. She has lived in four countries

around the world and has founded a number of businesses. Blooming Ladies Inc. is one

of them and the one she knew she had to find a way to make bigger - bigger than

herself and bigger than just a Canadian business.

In 2016, she incorporated Blooming Ladies Inc. as a sole proprietorship in Calgary,

Alberta. She knew there was a market for supporting women. To encourage women to

let their inner entrepreneur shine. To educate women about the practical realities of

owning their own business. To foster a community of women entrepreneurs who could

network, share, partner, commiserate, and celebrate. Blooming Ladies took off in 2017

as she hosted in-person networking events, trade shows, online events, one-on-one

coaching opportunities, and a community of women entrepreneurs. Wunmi was open

to trying new business streams such as co-working spaces, mentoring, and different

online functions. Some business streams worked, some

didn’t take. Despite this, at the core of Blooming Ladies is

supporting women to be their best self, and build a

thriving life and business. As Wunmi states, “I wanted to do

something for women. Women have diverse skills but can’t

always use them. At Blooming Ladies women can come

together to help each other to provide their skills and feel

fulfilled.”

Blooming Ladies Inc. saw success and growth from

2017-2020. Blooming Ladies grew in terms of volunteer

directors, operations, participants, and regions. It grew to

have chapters in different parts of Canada where in-person

and online events and programming was hosted with

motivational speakers, coaching, and networking
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scheduled. Wunmi says, “Women see an event or networking ad online and they

contact us. They can join a chapter or form a new one if there isn’t a Blooming Ladies

in their region.”

The focus is always on supporting women to thrive - to use their skills and knowledge,

and to find balance in their work and family life. Wunmi, a newcomer to Canada

herself, highlights the importance of supporting newcomer women entrepreneurs.

“Many Blooming Ladies are minorities. They don’t necessarily have the connections in

the country they live in now. They have skills and knowledge from their other countries.

Blooming Ladies allows them to apply their skills and knowledge to their business and

Blooming Ladies can help.” While there are supports for newcomers, for entrepreneurs,

and for women, Blooming Ladies Inc. filled a niche in an engaging, uplifting, practical,

and productive manner that was a good fit for many entrepreneurial women.

The Blooming Ladies Team

Wunmi Akinlosotu Kate Onakomaiya Oyebola Ogunsanwo Tolu Amadi
CEO/Founder, Executive Director, Sales Marketing CEO
Blooming Ladies The John Maxwell & Customer Relations Aceit Digital
Global Team
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There was a growing feeling, however, that Blooming Ladies Inc. could have more

impact. Wunmi had been thinking about finding a way for the business to be more

collaborative at its core. Meanwhile there was a groundswell of women who wanted

more from Blooming Ladies Inc. and wanted to be a part of the business in a more

meaningful way. What was a sole proprietor business was becoming a social movement

of women entrepreneurs. The pivot eventually did happen. Wunmi saw an opportunity

to shift “me” to “we” in the co-operative model. “I am a dreamer. Passion-driven. I

want to leave a legacy behind and I can’t do that alone. Going alone, I wouldn’t leave

as much. Working with others allows skills and knowledge to emerge and to give. Let’s

do this together.” And so, at the beginning of 2020, Wunmi and a group of

“co-operatively blooming ladies” started the shift to become a co-operative.

The founding members all saw the opportunities that could emerge when a more

inclusive incorporation model is used. They wanted women to have a say. As one

member states, “There is nothing wrong with other business models, but we wanted

something different. The reason why we chose the co-op model is because it will allow

women to have a say by becoming members. We want to be an avenue for change by

also making change. It is a win together situation. The community can thrive and

women are co-owners as well.” In addition to pivoting from me to we via the

co-operative model, they were also exploring new business streams including a global

online marketplace for women freelancers thus expanding the opportunities for women

entrepreneurs or freelancers to connect with corporations, organizations, or

associations that need their goods or services. Being a platform for connecting supply

and demand. Blooming Ladies Inc, was blooming into a new flower, but there were

challenges still to overcome including incorporation and learning about how to run a

co-op, as well as developing the new business streams. And then COVID hit.
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Table 1: Catalyzing Factors for Blooming Ladies Co-op

Previous enterprise
characteristics

● Stable, successful business providing needed services to
women entrepreneurs

● Interested buyers of the services provided

Group/Community
stakeholder
characteristics

● Entrepreneurial, passionate about systemic change
previous business owner

● Keen, interested community of women entrepreneurs

● Interest to make something bigger, collectively

Supporting
organizations/institutions
characteristics

● Cooperatives First

o Business consultant

o Organizational design consultant

● Business Link

The Process of Conversion:

the Blossoming of a Collaborative Vision

Not only was Blooming Ladies Inc. converting to a co-operative, they were also diving deeper

into their goal to provide the opportunity for women to thrive by opening up new business

streams. Wunmi and key volunteers from the chapters began by holding information sessions

about becoming a co-operative and envisioning sessions about what the co-operative could

do. This core group became the founders. According to one founding member, “Everyone

wanted to be involved in something bigger that offered women the opportunity to use their

skills and get paid, so they can lead the life they want.” They also found commonalities in their

diversity. “We all bring our personal experiences and challenges we have faced. Some

immigrants, some barriers to employment. We didn’t feel we had any [other] connections or

opportunities.” The commonalities or barriers faced and the diversity of home countries has

brought great strength to the Blooming Ladies board, which has five directors made up from
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the founders. What they also quickly found was each co-founder has a skillset that is needed

for co-operative business including technical skills, customer relations, business operations, and

marketing. “We have complementary skills.”

The co-operative model was not well known to the founders, however. Some had experience

with retail co-operatives in Canada, others had experiences - positive and negative - with

co-ops in their home countries. There began a learning process about the co-operative model

and what they could do with the model to best align with their goals. Cooperatives First, a

co-op development and consultancy firm based out of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, was one of

the key organizations they found through an internet search. Cooperatives First became an

organization they turned to again and again.

Wunmi had already been working

with Business Link to help her with

developing and growing the

business streams, and she and the

other founders now turned to

Cooperatives First to help design

the co-operative, incorporate, for

co-operative governance planning,

and to carry out a members drive.

“Cooperatives First was really there

to help with the co-operative side.”

Cooperatives First also provided

support to hire two consultants -

one for organizational design and

business. At this point Wunmi also took a co-operative governance course offered by

Cooperatives First and the University of Saskatchewan. Importantly, a lawyer was brought on to

help with incorporation. The Alberta Communities and Co-operative Association (ACCA) also

helped find a lawyer that knew about co-operatives in Alberta. The cost of the lawyer was very

high, but the Blooming Ladies board wanted to make sure everything was done properly so

that they would not run into legal hurdles as they want to be able to work in Canada, but not

close the door to work in other countries with different co-operative laws. Getting advice from
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the lawyers continues to be an ongoing line item for Blooming Ladies as their dreams and

scope are big and complex.

Blooming Ladies Meeting
source: www.bloomingladiescoop.ca

What was decided was that the trademark of Blooming Ladies would continue to be

owned by Wunmi as the founder and as an acknowledgement of the work she put into

this brand. She now licences this to the Blooming Ladies Co-operative, which is an

umbrella co-op housing the different business streams in Canada. Blooming Ladies

chapters will fall under the umbrella co-operative and reflect local or country needs.

Members from other countries would not necessarily be part of a co-op and would

depend on co-op laws in that country, the ease by which they could become a co-op,

and interest of chapter founders in the co-op model. The founding members of

Blooming Ladies Co-operative are from different chapters and will participate in

profit-sharing through a patronage dividend according to the amount of shares they

have. Anyone can become a member of Blooming Ladies Co-operative in order to take

advantage of the business streams.

According to one member, the vision for Blooming Ladies Co-op “is to provide the

space and place for women to thrive.” In particular, the Bloomlancer business stream is

an opportunity for women online freelancers. “We want to create more opportunities

for women. Women often try to be in business, but run into hurdles and challenges.
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Blooming Ladies tries to tackle all of these angles to help women to be successful.”

Blooming Ladies Co-operative is aiming to level the playing field for women, minority

women, and women entrepreneurs. For this demographic, employment opportunities

can be difficult to access; leadership roles, flexibility, and well-paying employment

opportunities even more so. Compound the enduring key role of women in families

many women end up going part time or have to quit their paid work. As stated by one

member, “Women still need to be able to access the

job market, while taking care of children, parents and

family, they can still be employed.” Just because they

have kids doesn’t mean they can’t be working and

have a business. And Blooming Ladies is working to

help women to thrive by providing the opportunity for

paid and flexible employment through their own

business. Blooming Ladies want to help women

market what they are good at. This need has been

exacerbated during the COVID-19 pandemic where

women have felt the burden of job loss, job stress, and

underpay, with the increasing stresses of caregiving at

home and ongoing emotion work.

The thinking behind the co-operative is to bring all of

the business streams under one roof - Blooming

Ladies Co-op. Anyone can be a member of the

Blooming Ladies Co-operative, which is now

incorporated under the Alberta Co-operative Act.

Then members can enjoy the synergy from all the

business streams and get all of the advantages.

Founders of Blooming Ladies Co-op have a holistic

approach to developing members’ capital. First,

through the Blooming Ladies’ online community,

networking and events they develop social capital.
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Second, through Bloomlancer they can develop financial capital. Bloomlancer is a

re-envisioned title for the Blooming Ladies’ freelancer on the global platform

co-operative marketplace. Bloomlancer members would receive a labour patronage

dividend based on the work they have done through the platform co-operative

marketplace. And third, through training, mentoring and coaching they can develop

their human capital. Beginning with the current chapters, Blooming Ladies Co-op can

be the one stop shop for women entrepreneurs. Networking can be done in specific

countries by the specific chapters. “We encourage and inspire each other.”

Blooming Ladies Co-operative lands solidly in the social enterprise space. They are

selling goods and services in the marketplace; offering diverse events; training and

coaching covering business, lifestyle, money and career events; and supporting

women’s empowerment through entrepreneurship. Blooming Ladies Co-operative also

firmly lands as a platform co-operative. It is an online clearinghouse or marketplace

where women can sell their products and services, while also being a hub for women

entrepreneurs to upgrade their skills, learn from each, and network.

Table 2: Enabling Conversion Ecosystem for Blooming Ladies Co-op

Type of
Support

Enabling Actor(s) Enabling Action

Financial
support

Founding members ● $2000 membership

In-kind
support

Previous Owner
● Took co-op governance training course

● License Trademark

ACCA ● Help find lawyer in Alberta
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Founding Members
of the Board of
Directors

● Time and skillset

Technical/
development
support

Cooperatives First

● Education about co-operatives

● Incorporation support

● Education on co-operative governance

● Provision of co-operative by-law and
article templates

● Help with hiring and paying for
consultants

Lawyer

● Helped with incorporation documents
and process

● Edited the by-law

● Drafted the Trademark Agreement

Business Link ● Business operations

Government
Policy/
Program
Support

N/A ● N/A

Conversion: Successes and Challenges

Blooming Ladies Co-operative Start-up Committed but Delayed

Blooming Ladies’ founders began this process of conversion to a co-operative in 2020.

Converting to co-operative takes some time, but compound this with COVID-19 and

the feeling of frustration is palpable with “the Ladies”. One of the main hold-ups to
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starting operations has been

incorporation. The process has been

fraught with hurdles. There were some

legal advice troubles, which resulted in

first incorporating as a Federal

Co-operative, which they then dissolved

to incorporate under the Alberta

Cooperatives Act because it allowed them

more flexibility for their future plans and

goals. The founders also report that the

actual process for incorporation in Alberta

is very cumbersome. “It is like living in

analogue. Everyone has to sign the

incorporation documents.

Our members are around the world

(Nigeria, Ontario, Calgary, Dubai). Having

to get real signatures on these documents

was very time consuming. Add COVID in

and it was very challenging.” Another founder reported, “It is not an easy process to

become a co-op. You can open a business in 3-5 days. Co-ops are completely different.

The process has taken 3-4 months.” One member went so far as to say, “The co-op

model sounded good, maybe if I had known more I wouldn’t have gone this route.”

Needless to say, incorporation is the keystone to being able to launch a number of

other start-up activities. Capitalization is another hurdle for the Blooming Ladies

Co-operative start-up. Without incorporation status solidified, the co-op could not

open a bank account. This has meant Blooming Ladies was not able to discuss with

financial institutions loans or supports, it couldn’t generate membership fees, it

couldn’t write grants or proposals, or interest investors. This eroded precious time

during the start-up period. With or without a bank account, Blooming Ladies

Co-operative needs capital. Membership fees are only a small piece of the revenue pie,
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which is what they were using to get the start-up tasks completed. “We need to hire

staff, we can only have volunteers for so long.”

In the meantime in order to start developing the Bloomlancer marketplace platform,

they were hoping to find funding in the form of investment, perhaps government

funding through entrepreneurship programs, or perhaps through crowdsourcing

platforms. Investors they had found were shy to invest in something they did not know

very much about - a co-operative - or something they would not be able to control.

Government programs were proving to be full of red tape, many details, intrusive

questions, and no guarantee of receiving funding after putting the time in to develop

the proposal. While members and future members were completely aligned with the

goals and values of Blooming Ladies Co-operative without a good show of funding the

tipping point to get members to commit 100% had not tipped.

Another start-up worry for Blooming Ladies is the need to develop and conduct top

quality marketing campaigns for Blooming Ladies Co-operative business streams,

especially Bloomlancer. With other global freelancer platforms already dominating the

market, Bloomlancer is going to have to be very competitive and market to both

women entrepreneurs (suppliers) and users of services. This is going to take something

highly impactful to break through the hard shell of established freelancer platforms.1

Blooming Ladies Co-operative is as deeply invested in meeting its mission as Blooming

Ladies Inc. The passion and soul of the business has only grown from being a

co-operative. Taken from its website:

1 At the time of writing this case study, Bloomlancer had not been launched.
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Blooming Ladies is a global sisterhood, a collective, a safe haven, a

community where women are inspired, make the connection and have

access to the resources they need to build a thriving life/business and

make an impact in their community. It’s beyond building a successful

business, it’s building a successful life, it’s building long lasting

relationships, making an impact while alive and leaving a legacy for those

coming after us.

However, the strength from being a co-operative has been rocked a number of times.

From drowning in official paperwork, to being caught in red tape, to lack of information

about co-operatives, to lengthy waiting periods, to antiquated protocols, to

pandemics, to lack of funding, Blooming Ladies Co-operative has encountered many

setbacks regarding launching its business streams and advancing as a co-operative.

Needless to say, the start-up process for a co-operative or any business or organization

is a difficult, exciting, unsure time. Blooming Ladies Co-operative is no different. They

have had time-consuming hurdles and financial worries, but throughout they are

consistently focussed on their vision - to provide women with opportunities to thrive.

Conversion Lessons from Blooming Ladies Co-op

Expanded understanding of the co-operative model as a business:

Blooming Ladies is occupying the social enterprise space as a co-operative business.

While many may be familiar with the co-operative model for non-profit or

community-based uses such as daycares or housing, what happens when an

entrepreneur wants to use/explore the co-op model? They want to establish a business.

They want to make a profit. Co-operatives should be made attractive to entrepreneurs.

They can use this model to be an enterprise selling goods and services in the market,

while meeting social goals.
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More awareness of co-operative model:

More information is needed about co-operatives, about forming a co-operative and

about being a co-operative. Blooming Ladies had many different encounters with

professionals such as lawyers, accountants, and business development officers who

were unable to support their desire to become a co-operative or in some cases

provided ill-informed advice. There is a great need to support the training of

professionals about the co-operative model.

Modernizing of co-operative incorporation process:

The resounding message for legislators is to modernize the co-operative incorporation

process. It needs to be updated for the 21st century as people interested in using the

co-operative model to incorporate can with ease engage in the process. Suggestions

include shifting to online applications, the ability to be done electronically, as well as

e-signatures to accommodate the global nature of new businesses. By modernizing the

procedure hopefully future co-operators will avoid this comment,

“If you are not serious about being a co-op, then don’t bother as it

takes a lot of time.”

Potential of platform co-operatives:

Blooming Ladies and Bloomlancer as a co-operative have a great potential to help to

make online business, operations, and sale of goods and services more democratic and

accessible to people of lower income, women, newcomers, and racialized

communities. As Blooming Ladies Co-operative grows with more chapters around the

world the ability to provide economic opportunities to marginalized communities,

especially women entrepreneurs, enhances.
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Importance of drawing on experts to do it right:

“It has been very important to draw on the experts. We want to do

it right.”

Especially since Blooming Ladies are pioneers in the field, they looked to experts in

law, co-operative development, co-operative governance, and business operations in

order to land in the best possible space. Even still as one founder stated, “There is still

a lot of uncertainty.”

Capitalization is difficult:

Finding funding is difficult for any business and made especially so for co-operatives,

who can find it an uphill battle to explain not just the goods and services they are

selling, but also their incorporation model. Compound this with co-operatives adhering

to a democractic method of participation, and this can really deter potential funders or

investors.

Future Plans

At the time of writing this case study, Blooming Ladies Co-operative has big plans and

the founders are positive about the future. As one founder states, “The seeds we have

planted will hopefully come up and bloom.” They are confident with more experience

and knowledge, they will get better. They are looking forward to being a global

platform co-operative supporting women to meet their dreams to life. As Wunmi

asserts,
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“Want to swim in the deep ocean. Want to start a co-op that has big

dreams. Big dreams in a big ocean.”

source : www.bloomigladiescoop.ca
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